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-[Introduction Stage - Defense System]- 

The first boss you meet shouldn't be too difficult, but for a  
inexperienced user, you may have problems. The Defense System 
is a bunch of opening and closing ports that attack you. The 
way I recommend you defeat the Defense System is by moving back 
and forth acrossed the screen while rapidly firing. Fill up at 
any chance you get a power-up. 

-[Corridor 1 - Blue Fleepa]-  

The Blue Fleepa is pretty simple to kill. He moves towards and  
away from you randomly. Avoid him, and attack the little squid 
he attempts to hit you with, then attack the Blue Fleepa. Repeat 
until he has been defeated. 

-[Corridor 12 - Red Fleepa]- 

The Red Fleepa has the same concept as the Blue one did, only 
he is slightly faster and shoots more squid at you. Repeat the 
same steps as in the Blue Fleepa, avoid his body, kill the  
squid, and then hit the Red Fleepa until defeated. 



-[Corridor 11 - Green Optomon]- 

The Green Optomon moves side to side shooting green seaweed at 
you, you need to avoid this at all costs, because it is his 
most damaging attack. Move back and forth firing at the Optomon 
and he should be dead in no time. 

-[Corridor 3 - Blue Optomon]- 

The Blue Optomon is more difficult than that of your previous 
meeting with him. First thing you need to remember is to avoid 
the seaweed he shoots at you, because it causes more damage  
than it did in the past. Move back and forth firing at the  
Blue Optomon. 

-[Corridor 16 - Red Optomon]- 

The Red Optomon is pretty slick, but he is easier than the  
previous two because you are much more powerful than you were in 
the last two fights. Same method as described before, avoid the 
seaweed, fire rapidly as you move back and forth on the screen. 

-[Corridor 2 - Crawdaddy]-  

The Crawdaddy is pretty tough if you don't know how to defeat 
him. He bounces around the screen shooting claws all over the  
screen. In order to kill him equip the fireball weapon and sit 
stationary and fire it at him. 

-[Corridor 13 - Silver Bombarder]- 

He looks blue to me, but thats what they call him in the manual. 
He teleports all over the screen and randomly fires rockets at 
you, simply use your Saber Lazer and go right to where he appears 
and use it on him, he'll be dead in no time. 

-[Corridor 19 - Red Bombarder]- 

Same as previous one, only he is Red and slightly faster in the  
teleport speed. Use the Saber Lazer on him when he appears and 
he should be dead fast. 

-[Corridor 14 - Silver Clawbot]- 

The Sliver (blue) Clawbot moves back and forth and his claws 
open up shooting a lazer at you. Use the Saber Lazer on his  
claws, and when they open immediately move, repeat until it 
falls off. Now just focus on his body and avoid the lazers he 
shoots like a maniac. 

-[Corridor 15 - Green Clawbot]- 

Use the same method as before, this time he is slower. Just 



use the Saber Lazer on the claws, then your regular weapon 
on his body, avoiding the lazers. 

-[Corridor 20 - Red Clawbot]- 

The Red Clawbot is much faster than the previous two, I 
personally recommend you use the regular weapon against 
his claws and his body, because the Saber Lazer makes 
it much more risky. 

-[Corridor 4 - Teramute]- 

This fire breathing dragon can be a pain at times, but with 
the correct measures he can be easily defeated. Use the Saber 
Lazer when he first appears from a teleport, and avoid the 
fireballs he shoots at you. 

-[Corridor 5 - ZibZub]- 

He is one of the easiest bosses in the game, avoid the missles 
and use your regular fire power to destory him. 

-[Corridor 17 - Eyeball Growth 1]- 

First use your Saber Lazer and wipe out the first line of small 
eyeballs, then use the Cutter Lazer to blast the rest of the  
big eyeballs. 

-[Corridor 7 - Eyeball Growth 2]- 

Read the guide on defeating Eyeball Growth 1, he is the same. 

-[Corridor 18 - Blue Grimgrin]- 

This is the hardest boss in the game, don't let this guys sexy 
looks foul you. <yeah right> He will run around the screen like 
a mad man and shoot all sorts of body parts at you, you'll need 
to circle around him and fire with regular weapon, or you can 
use the Fireball weapo for a quicker kill. 

-[Corridor 8 - Red Grimgrin]- 

Same method as described above, however you'll have to move faster 
than you did with the Blue Grimgrin. 

-[Corridor 9 - Blue Eyegore]- 

The Blue Eyegore isn't too difficult, use your Fireball to get a  
quick victory. Make sure you kill the skulls and the lazers he  
attempts to shoot at you. 



-[Corridor 10 - Red Eyegore]- 

Same as Blue Eyegore, except he is slightly faster. Use methods 
described on Blue Eyegore. 

-[The Escape - It]- 

The final boss, use the fireball and move from left to right and 
shoot when you find an opening. Make sure you don't run into his 
hands that he moves up and down. Repeat until he is dead. When he 
turns Red I recommend you use the Enemy Eraser to kill off all the 
crap It shoots at you, and use your regular weapon to destory him. 
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